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About us

Review
services

Single Review

£200
We review your chosen CBD product based on our CBD Scanner
assessment criteria. We remain impartial and provide an honest
assessment to our readers. Your product will have a minimum
800-word review and be featured in our product lists. 

Multi-Review

£1,000
Three product reviews and a 1,000-word brand review that includes
an overview of your product range with affiliate backlinks. Your
brand will be featured in our mega-menu and on our homepage
for 30 days. We'll even throw in a free guest post article!

Total Review

£2,000
Five product reviews, a brand review and a video review that will be
featured on our site and YouTube channel. In addition, we will
ensure all backlinks are do-follow and we'll throw in a free featured
blog post article.   

We are CBD Scanner, the premier CBD review site in the UK. Our website is the only place UK-
CBD consumers can find unbiased reviews on their next purchase. 

We generate thousands of captive CBD consumers to our site every month, all looking to find a
CBD product that works for them.



Full
Pricing List

We review your flagship CBD product based on the CBD Scanner
Product Assessment Criteria. Your product will have an 800-word
minimum review and be feature in our product & categories lists.

Product Review
£200

Is our content in need of an update? Have your products changed,
improved or evolved? We offer a complete re-review & content
rewrite to update any product or brand review of your choosing.
Perfect for keeping customers updated on your product range.

Product/Brand
Review Rewrite

£100/£200

We will write a detailed brand review based on our Brand
Assessment Criteria. Each product in your range gets a section.
Perfect for building trust & raising awareness about your brand.

Brand Review
£400

Have your own content? We will publish a guest post article
featuring a target link of your choosing. Please ensure your guest
post fits within our Guest Post Article Guidelines.

Guest Blog Post
£75

We can work with your digital marketing team to curate a bespoke
blog post on a topic of your choice with links to your product or
brand. Perfect for boosting SEO and raising brand awareness.

Featured Blog Post
£250

We will write, film, edit & publish a complete Brand Review to our
YouTube channel. Many prospective CBD users visit YouTube to find
out which brands are best. Great for building trust!

YouTube Brand
Review £1,250

Are you looking for us to dive deep into the details of your flagship
product? The YouTube product review is the best way to provide
consumers with a comprehensive description of your top product.

YouTube Product
Review £750

Discounts available 
on multiples


